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Using Coh-Metrix to Compare Cohesion Measures between the United States Senators 

John McCain and Barack Obama 

 

1. Introduction 

Speeches are interesting to listen to and analyze for a number of reasons. Somehow they draw 

a lot of attention from the audience, and it appears as if “language has become perhaps the 

primary medium of social control and power” (Fairclough, 2001:2). Some powerful world 

leaders are even remembered because of their way of speaking, for example Britain’s Prime 

Minister Winston Churchill, as he “became the voice of Britain during the war, his emotional 

speeches inspiring the nation to endure hardship and sacrifice” (Sir:1). However, in this 

investigation, speeches from the two former Presidential candidates John McCain and Barack 

Obama will be analyzed in terms of cohesion. To broadly define and introduce cohesion, “the 

concept of cohesion is a semantic one; it refers to relations of meaning that exist within the 

text, and that define it as a text. Cohesion occurs where the INTERPRETATION of some element 

in the discourse is dependent on that of another” (Halliday and Hasan, 1976:4). The elements 

that are unrelated with one another structurally in a text are connected by cohesion and are 

therefore in a way dependent on one another for a person to understand the text. It simply 

looks at how words are related to each other and their functions in a text. Consequently, 

cohesion is not limited to, for example, sentence boundaries (Halliday and Hasan, 1976). 

 This study strictly looks at cohesion measures and not at any social contexts. The 

speeches that will be used in this investigation are taken from McCain’s and Obama’s official 

senator homepages. The texts (speeches) are analyzed by the online program Coh-Metrix. 

Coh-Metrix gives an output containing sixty different descriptions and fifty-four of those 

descriptions are different measurements of cohesion markers in a text (see appendix 1). An 

example would be the mean number of modifiers per noun-phrase, or the number of 

connectives. All fifty-four measures will not be analyzed, only nine selective measurements. 

The measurements were selected so that there was an overall variety of cohesion measures, 

which would leave room for a potential difference between the two speakers. In sum, how the 

senators McCain and Obama structurally speak and use cohesion markers will be important. 

This study does not focus on what they actually say in their political occupation. 

 

1.1 Aim 

The aim of this study is to analyze how cohesion measures are used in McCain’s and 

Obama’s selected speeches. The study will compare and contrast McCain’s in opposition to 
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Obama’s texts, as well as investigate if there are any typical patterns in their own set of 

speeches. 

 

2. Previous Research 

A text can be either written or spoken, and some characteristics of texts are found objectively, 

which brings up the concept of cohesion (Halliday and Hasan, 1976:1). The speeches by 

McCain and Obama indubitably classify as texts or ‘semantic units’, and texts in the sense of 

cohesion do not consist of sentences but rather an entire construction (Halliday and Hasan, 

1976). Nevertheless, this suggests that some cohesion markers are objectively needed for all 

texts to actually classify as a text. This is the reason why analyzing cohesion markers show 

specific linguistic structures and is useful when analyzing texts, in this case speeches, as it 

objectively shows the specific patterns that a text contains. 

 

2.1 Speeches 

Quite naturally, the language communicated may be influenced depending on the occasion, 

purpose and audience (Halliday and Hasan, 1976:21) whether the setting is in the family, 

among friends, religious, at work, or in educational locations (Paltridge, 2006:29). The social 

content and different communities change the way that people speak. Furthermore, “the 

context of the situation of what someone says is…crucial to understanding and interpreting 

the meaning of what is being said” (Paltridge, 2006:53). Speeches, like speech acts in general, 

should only be used in appropriate settings. In this type of language, cohesion has to be 

“interpreted in terms of the interpersonal function of language; it is a relation between 

meanings in the sense of representations of the speaker’s own ‘stamp’ on the situation – his 

choice of speech role and rhetorical channel, his attitudes, his judgments and the like” 

(Halliday and Hasan, 1976:240). The speaker’s role naturally affects the expressions within 

the speech to some extent, and therefore the cohesion. In addition to having personal style as a 

factor that affects the language to a greater or lesser extent, parts of the language used can 

often be “explained by reference to generalized situation types” (Halliday and Hasan, 

1976:21). 

 People do not naturally make speeches without a specific reason, and there are some 

important criteria when discussing speeches. “The most important of these [criteria] are the 

purpose of the utterance (in the sense of what we want the other person to do), the ‘direction 

of fit’ between the words we use and what we want the other person to do, and the amount of 

belief the speaker has in what they say” (Paltridge, 2006:59). Theorists argue that there are 
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different and specific categories of speech acts. Austin for example argued that there will 

always be three kinds of acts that occur with everything people say. There is the locutionary 

act which “refers to the literal meaning of the actual words,” the illocutionary act that “refers 

to the speaker’s intention in uttering the words,” and lastly the perlocutionary act which is 

about the effects that the speeches have on the listener/s (Paltridge, 2006:55). Another theorist 

named Searle (1969, 1975) claims that speech acts should be organized into five categories: 

representatives, directives, commissives, expressives and declaratives. However, D’ Andrade 

and Wish (1985) describe seven types of speech acts, as they for example split representatives 

up into statements and reactions (Harley, 2008:455). The purpose of these speech category 

examples is to show that speeches can have numerous kinds of layouts and get different 

interpretations and reactions depending on who is analyzing and listening. An audience could 

for example interpret a speech very differently than what the original intent was. 

 When analyzing speeches, it is important to remember that it could contain 

approximations and/or vague concepts, and also to consider the social contexts when the 

speech was delivered. Moreover, the meaning of a text is not just the words, but an audience’s 

interpretation of the language. There is a kind of understanding between the speaker and 

listener/s, which could even include non-verbal aspects (Paltridge, 2006). These ideas assist in 

explaining why speakers talk in a certain way, and it could influence the different patterns of 

language, such as cohesion. 

 

2.2 Cohesion 

Since texture can affect the interpretation of a text, as for example having a dense number of 

cohesion markers can create a unified effect, it is not unreasonable for cohesion to be a kind 

of gauge for recognizing boundaries and identify patterns and characteristics in texts. 

Cohesion “concerns how the text is constructed as a semantic edifice” (Halliday and Hasan, 

1976:26), and cohesion is partly expressed through grammar and partly through the choice of 

vocabulary (Halliday and Hasan, 1976:5). The reason why the selected speeches by McCain 

and Obama are analyzed by the use of cohesion is that it can show “how sentences, which are 

structurally independent of one another, may be linked together through particular features of 

their interpretation” (Halliday and Hasan, 1976:10). The listener/reader continues to interpret 

what has just been said/written, and cohesion has played an essential part in the text’s 

interpretation and memorization, as cohesion helps to bring grammatical structure to a text. 

Furthermore, “cohesive relations themselves are relations in meaning, and the continuity 

which they bring about is a semantic continuity” (Halliday and Hasan, 1976:303). Cohesion 
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does therefore not just help the listener/reader to understand the coherence within a text, but 

also its intention and meaning to some extent. Linguistic analyses of a text such as cohesion 

help the listener/reader to explain why a text means what it does, not what it means. Cohesion 

and other linguistic analyses will not add anything new to the understanding of a text, but it 

can rather show why a text is interpreted in a specific way (Halliday and Hasan, 1976:328). 

 

3. Material and Methodology 

3.1 Material 

The materials used for this study are texts, more specifically speeches, from the candidates 

McCain and Obama. The speeches are found at their official websites as senators on the 

Internet, namely at >http://mccain.senate.gov/public/< and >http://obama.senate.gov/< 

respectively. (The websites for each specific text can be found in appendix 2 [McCain] and 3 

[Obama].) The speeches found at the websites are from the year 2007 and earlier. However, 

as previously mentioned, the focus of this study is not going to be what McCain and Obama 

say to their audience, but rather how they structurally and cohesively speak. The speeches that 

will be used in this investigation are from 2007, and it will not cause any problems provided 

that the speeches from both speakers are consistent time-wise with one another as that will 

rule out time as a factor of influence. As the Election Day was in early November, 2008, their 

speeches might be influenced by that as the speakers want to have as many supporters as 

possible. Hence so as not to influence the speeches because of time and occasion, the texts 

will be taken from around the same time. If not, the cohesive results might vary depending on 

the time that the speeches were delivered. 

The texts will not consider the social settings, but many of the speeches are from the 

Senate. Eight of Obama’s speeches happened to be from the Senate floor, whereas McCain 

has a little more variation of the setting, from for example the Senate floor to a marine 

academy to the Florida Association of Broadcasters. Overall, the settings are quite formal. 

Both speakers have ten speeches each from the year 2007 that will be analyzed. The total 

number of words of all speeches can be seen in Table 1 below. There is no link between for 

example McCain’s and Obama’s Text 1, or any other text number. 
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Table 1. Text Length 

Text McCain Obama 
1 346 1662 
2 2819 2021 
3 3169 598 
4 2398 2113 
5 2771 1201 
6 777 899 
7 1604 1630 
8 721 1076 
9 933 1941 
10 1063 1175 

Total Number of Words 16601 14316 
 

3.2 Methodology 

The method for analyzing the twenty speeches is by using an online program called Coh-

Metrix. Coh-Metrix is a website set up by the Department of Psychology at the University of 

Memphis, and it “calculates the coherence of texts on a wide range of measures. It replaces 

common readability formulas by applying the latest in computational linguistics and linking 

this to the latest research in psycholinguistics” (McNamara et al., 2006). After a text is 

inserted and submitted to Coh-Metrix, the output will give sixty different kinds of 

descriptions. This study will look at nine measurements in detail. The measurements concern 

the average words per sentence, the average syllables per word, the Flesch Reading Ease 

score, the concreteness and minimum concreteness for content words, the average number of 

higher level constituents per word, the syntactic structure similarity, the type-token ratio, and 

the number of negations (numbers 19, 25, 44, 45, 48, 51, 56, 57 and 59 [see appendix 1]). 

 The essential criteria for choosing which nine out of the fifty-four cohesive 

measurements from Coh-Metrix that would be studied in detail was that they were a 

combination that covers many different aspects of cohesion markers. The mean words per 

sentence, the mean syllables per word, and the Flesch Reading Ease score were selected 

because they are very general but yet telling, as some people for example assume that the 

more syllables a word has, the more academic the word is. Concreteness and minimum 

concreteness were selected as measurements as they are to with the vocabulary choice and 

how straightforward an idea or suggestion is explained. Higher level constituents were 

selected as they concern sentence structure. Syntactic structure similarity was chosen as a 

measurement as it can show if the speakers linguistically and structurally speak in similar or 
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divergent ways. Type-token ratio can show if a speech contains much or little repetition. The 

last measurement selected is the number of negations, since one candidate is Democratic and 

the other is Republican. Hypothetically, it is possible that the Democratic candidate would use 

more negations to show disapproval towards the Republican Party in power. The 

measurements themselves will be explained in more detail below, in the ‘results’ section. 

 After using Coh-Metrix, Microsoft Excel was used to save and store the data and also 

helped to make tables for comparisons between the texts. The program Unicalc was then used 

to calculate t-tests and chi-square tests. Those tests in Unicalc test the null-hypothesis and 

calculate if two groups are statistically different from one another or not. The null-hypothesis 

for t-tests and chi-square tests state that there is no difference between population means/ 

frequencies, and if there is a difference it is due to chance. Therefore, if the results are 

significant, the null hypothesis can be rejected (Johannesson, 1990:91,115). The t-test used is 

for non-matched observations, since the texts are taken from two different speakers. The chi-

squared goodness-of-fit test is for absolute frequencies, and it also tests if the numbers are 

statistically different between the two speakers. Despite the fact that both tests test statistical 

significance, the difference between the t-test and chi-squared test is that the t-test is 

parametric and assumes that the population numbers are normally distributed (Johannesson, 

1990:115). The chi-squared test is therefore more reliable for this study, as it does not assume 

anything about the normal distribution. Both tests will still be used. The ‘p’ value, which is 

the error probability value, in the tests represents the percentage below which the numbers 

between the two speakers are due to chance, i.e. not significant. The reason for using these 

tests is thus to see if the results and numbers found between the two speakers are significant 

or not, i.e. if the numbers found are due to chance or not. If the tests say that the numbers are 

not significant, it means that the text numbers are not statistically different. If that is the case, 

the difference between the speakers is not necessarily ‘worth’ comparing. Depending on the 

results, conclusions and explanations will be drawn. 

 

4. Results 

All texts were submitted into Coh-Metrix one paragraph at a time since the program cannot 

analyze an entire speech at once. The results were therefore initially the average per 

paragraph. The texts in the tables are organized time wise, meaning that for example Text 1 

has the earliest date from 2007 and Text 10 has the latest. There is no link between McCain’s 

and Obama’s text numbers. 
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 The first measurement that will be analyzed is the mean words per sentence (number 57 

in the index of appendix 1). All numbers were rounded to the nearest whole number except 

for the total averages and standard deviations, as a more detailed number is more 

representative than a whole number estimation. 

 

Table 2. Average Words per Sentence 

Text McCain Obama 
1 23 30 
2 24 25 
3 24 30 
4 19 24 
5 23 21 
6 23 22 
7 22 28 
8 30 28 
9 25 18 
10 24 25 

Total Average 23.7 25.1 
Standard Deviation 2.75 3.98 

 

Looking at Table 2, the total averages between McCain and Obama are only slightly different, 

as McCain has 23.7 words per sentence and Obama has 25.1 words per sentence. McCain’s 

span is between 19 and 30 words per sentence, whereas Obama’s span is between 18 and 30, 

which is again only a minor difference. However, the standard deviation between the speakers 

differs a bit, as Obama’s standard deviation is 3.98 and McCain’s is 2.75. The difference is 

1.23. Obama has a little wider standard deviation compared to McCain. Otherwise, the 

average number of words per sentence is fairly similar between the two speakers. 

 The t-test for non-matched observations is calculated by the use of Unicalc for all text 

(text 1–10) numbers. The t-value outcome is 0.914, hence is considered not to be significant 

as p>0.2. This means that, according to the t-test, there is more than a 20 percent chance that 

the numbers found in Table 2 were purely due to chance. 

 When doing a chi-square goodness-of-fit test in Unicalc, both the observed values 23.7 

and 25.1 are needed, as well as the texts lengths (seen in Table 1) so that expected values for 

the two speakers can be calculated. The chi-square value is 0.516 and p>0.25. Therefore, the 

numbers are not considered to be significant according to the chi-square test, as the numbers 

do not differentiate much between the two speakers. 
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 The second measurement that will be investigated is the average syllables per word 

(number 56 in appendix 1). The text numbers were rounded to the nearest two decimals, and 

the total averages and standard deviations were rounded to three decimal places. 

 

Table 3. Average Syllables per Word 

Text McCain Obama 
1 1.62 1.58 
2 1.64 1.49 
3 1.57 1.58 
4 1.47 1.69 
5 1.70 1.42 
6 1.42 1.71 
7 1.64 1.44 
8  1.87 1.67 
9 1.64 1.33 
10 1.51 1.47 

Total Average 1.608 1.538 
Standard Deviation 0.127 0.128 

 

Here, it can be seen that the total averages differ between McCain and Obama a little bit, as 

McCain’s average is 0.07 higher than Obama’s. Their numbers are specifically at 1.608 and 

1.538 respectively. McCain’s average syllables per word span is between 1.42 and 1.70, and 

Obama’s span is between 1.33 and 1.71. This shows that Obama has a lower bottom of the 

span, but that he still has a high number of syllables per word in the top section of the span in 

comparison to McCain’s speeches. The standard deviation is almost the same, since the 

difference only is 0.001 between the speakers. Even though Obama has a lower average 

syllables per word compared to McCain, he still has a high average syllables per word in 

some of his texts. 

 The t-test calculates that the t-value is 1.227 and p>0.2 for the numbers in Table 3, which 

means that the numbers in the table above are not significant. The chi-squared test could not 

be used for these text numbers, as the expected values were too low for Unicalc. Therefore, 

for Table 3, this study will have to rely only on the t-test. 

 The average syllables per word measurement is interesting to analyze as people often 

associate higher syllables per word with more difficult and academic words. If this 

assumption is applied to the results in Table 3, it would appear as if McCain uses more 

“academic” words overall in comparison to Obama, but that the use of more difficult words 
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varied among the speeches of both of them. However, the t-test showed that the numbers were 

non-significant in this case. 

 The third measurement that will be analyzed is the Flesch Reading Ease score (number 

59 in appendix 1), meaning how difficult the text is to understand. McNamara et al. (2006) 

explains the Flesch Reading Ease by saying that “the output of the Flesch Reading Ease 

formula is a number from 0 to 100, with a higher score indicating easier reading. The average 

document has a Flesch Reading Ease score between 6 and 70”. This score is based on the 

mean words per sentence and mean syllables per word. The text numbers in this measurement 

were rounded to the nearest whole number, the total averages to one decimal, and the standard 

deviation to two decimal places. 

 

Table 4. Average Flesch Reading Ease 

Text McCain Obama 
1 46 44 
2 44 56 
3 50 44 
4 63 40 
5 40 65 
6 63 40 
7 46 56 
8 20 37 
9 43 75 
10 53 57 

Total Average 46.8 51.4 
Standard Deviation 12.30 12.44 

 

These numbers show that McCain has a lower Flesch Reading Ease than Obama by 4.6 

numbers. That may appear to suggest that McCain’s texts were overall slightly more difficult 

to read and understand than Obama’s speeches. McCain’s texts have a span between 20 and 

63, giving him a difference between texts of 43 numbers. Obama’s texts spanned from 37 to 

75, which made the texts range between 38 numbers. Overall, McCain’s span is shifted 

slightly lower than Obama’s. The standard deviations only had a difference of 0.14 between 

the two speakers. 

 The t-value for the numbers in Table 4 is 0.832 and p>0.2. The chi-square value is 1.440 

and p>0.1. Therefore, these text numbers not significant according to both tests. 
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 The fourth measurement that will be examined is the mean concreteness for content 

words (number 44 in appendix 1), which simply means how concrete and understandable the 

words and ideas are, as opposed to abstract words or connotations. The reason for looking at 

concreteness is that a concrete word is typically more straightforward and easier to understand 

than an abstract one; hence the results could possibly show which speaker is more concrete 

and understandable. The “high numbers lean toward concrete and low numbers to abstract. 

Values vary between 100 and 700” (McNamara et al., 2006). For this particular measurement, 

it “is the mean concreteness value of all content words in a text that match a word in the MRC 

database” (McNamara et al., 2006). McNamara et al. (2006) explains the MRC database like 

this: 

Coh-Metrix 2.0 makes use of the MRC Psycholinguistics Database (Coltheart, 1981), 
which scales samples of words on particular characteristics. The MRC Psycholinguistics 
Database contains 150,837 words and provides information of up to 26 different 
linguistic properties of these words. Most MRC indices are based on psycholinguistic 
experiments conducted by different researchers, so the coverage of words differs among 
the indices. Coh-Metrix 2.0 uses the MRC concreteness ratings for a large sample of 
content words. 

 

For this measurement, the text averages were rounded to the nearest whole number, the total 

average to one decimal, and the standard deviations to two decimal places. 

 

Table 5. Average Concreteness for Content Words 

Text McCain Obama 
1 442 352 
2 354 352 
3 369 356 
4 372 372 
5 363 369 
6 345 365 
7 356 353 
8 403 374 
9 375 376 
10 302 370 

Total Average 368.1 363.9 
Standard Deviation 36.54 9.68 

 

The total averages for this measurement are not that different. McCain’s average concreteness 

for content words is 368.1, while Obama’s average is slightly lower, at 363.9. McCain’s 

average concreteness for content words span is between 302 and 442, and Obama’s averages 
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per text are between 352 and 376. These numbers are much more interesting than the total 

averages, as it shows that McCain has some speeches with a much lower average concreteness 

and some with a much higher average concreteness compared to Obama. Obama, on the other 

hand, is much more consistent, as his range is between 24 numbers, while McCain’s range is 

between 140 numbers! Furthermore, the standard deviation also reflects this span, as 

McCain’s standard deviation is 36.54, and Obama’s standard deviation is 9.68, which is 26.86 

numbers lower compared to McCain. This shows that Obama has a similar concreteness 

throughout all his ten speeches, while McCain’s concreteness varies a lot depending on which 

one of the ten texts is being analyzed. 

 The t-value is 0.351 and p>0.2. The chi-square value is 3.420 and p>0.05. The numbers 

are therefore not significant according to either test. 

 The fifth measurement that will be investigated is the minimum concreteness in the 

sentences for content words (number 45 in appendix 1). This means that “for each sentence in 

the text, a content word is identified that has the lowest concreteness rating. This score is the 

mean of these low-concreteness words across sentences” (McNamara et al., 2006). The 

numbers in this measurement are rounded to the nearest whole number, except for the 

averages that were rounded to one decimal, and the standard deviations which were rounded 

to two decimal places. 

 

Table 6. Average Minimum Concreteness for Content Words 

Text McCain Obama 
1 287 206 
2 217 220 
3 203 225 
4 214 218 
5 213 235 
6 199 231 
7 210 212 
8 228 205 
9 205 226 
10 176 220 

Total Average 215.2 219.8 
Standard Deviation 28.69 9.98 

 

The averages of minimum concreteness for content words differ only a little between the two 

speakers. McCain’s average is at 215.2 and Obama’s average at 219.8. The lowest average for 
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McCain is in Text 10, at 176, and the highest in Text 1, at 287. This means that his numbers 

range between 111 numbers. Obama, in contrast to McCain, has a span that is between 205 

and 235, giving him a narrower range of 30 numbers. The standard deviations also vary 

between the speakers, as McCain has a standard deviation of 28.69, and Obama’s standard 

deviation is 9.98. The standard deviation difference between the two speakers is very high: 

18.71 numbers. It can be noted that McCain is very inconsistent as regards the average 

minimum concreteness, whereas Obama is much more consistent and “stable”. This is the 

same kind of pattern as seen for the fifth measurement, the average concreteness for content 

words. McCain interestingly has a lower lowest value and a higher highest value compared to 

Obama. 

 The t-value for the minimum concreteness is 0.479 and p>0.2. The chi-square value is 

3.122 and p>0.05. Both the t-test and chi-square test say that the numbers in Table 6 are not 

significant. 

 The sixth measurement that will be studied is the mean number of higher level 

constituents per word (number 51 in appendix 1). It means that the number of nodes in 

sentences are counted. “Structurally dense sentences tend to have more high order syntactic 

constituites per word” (McNamara et al., 2006), and this is interesting to look at because it 

shows whether the speeches are compact or not and whether the sentences are structurally 

dense or loose compared to one another. The text numbers are rounded to two decimals, and 

the total averages and standard deviations are rounded to three decimal points. 

 

Table 7. Average Number of Higher Level Constituents per Word 

Text McCain Obama 
1 0.65 0.74 
2 0.74 0.73 
3 0.73 0.74 
4 0.76 0.68 
5 0.70 0.73 
6 0.78 0.70 
7 0.72 0.76 
8 0.65 0.72 
9 0.72 0.80 
10 0.77 0.76 

Total Average 0.722 0.736 
Standard Deviation 0.045 0.033 
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The total average difference between the speakers is only 0.014, as McCain’s and Obama’s 

averages are 0.722 and 0.736 respectively. Their speeches are about equally dense and have a 

similar high order of syntactic constituites per word. McCain’s span ranges from 0.65 to 0.77, 

while Obama’s span ranges from 0.68 to 0.8. Obama’s span is shifted slightly higher than 

McCain’s, but the difference is not that big. McCain’s standard deviation is 0.045, which is 

0.012 higher than Obama’s, which is 0.033. In sum, Obama has a slightly higher average 

number of higher level constituents per word, so his sentences are slightly denser structurally 

compared to those of McCain. McCain, on the other hand, has a higher standard deviation; i.e. 

slightly more variation of higher level constituents. 

 In this case the t-value is 0.788 and p>0.2, which means that the numbers are not 

significant. The chi-square test could not be used for these numbers according to Unicalc, as 

the expected value turned out to be too low. This study therefore relies on the t-test in this 

case. 

 The seventh measurement that will be investigated is the syntactic structure similarity 

(number 25 in appendix 1). It basically concerns how similar the syntax and linguistic 

components within a whole text is. However, since the texts in this investigation were 

submitted to Coh-Metrix one paragraph at a time, the averages reflect the average paragraph 

for a text, not the average for an entire text. All numbers are rounded to the nearest three 

decimals. 

 

Table 8. Average Syntactic Structure Similarity 

Text McCain Obama 
1 0.050 0.072 
2 0.083 0.060 
3 0.079 0.045 
4 0.100 0.069 
5 0.070 0.074 
6 0.093 0.102 
7 0.089 0.063 
8 0.057 0.084 
9 0.083 0.154 
10 0.071 0.078 

Total Average 0.078 0.080 
Standard Deviation 0.016 0.030 
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The average syntactic structure similarity is very similar between the two speakers, as 

McCain’s total average is 0.078, and Obama’s total average is 0.08. The difference is only 

0.002 between the speakers. However, the texts vary a lot within themselves. Obama’s 3rd 

speech (Text 3) has for example 14 paragraphs and an average of 0.045. The range within the 

paragraphs of the speech is 0 – 0.205, where 8 of the 14 paragraphs had 0 for the syntactic 

structure similarity. McCain’s averages range is between 0.05 and 0.1, and Obama’s range 

between 0.045 and 0.102. Obama has a slightly wider range compared to McCain. However, 

the standard deviations vary between the two candidates, as McCain’s standard deviation is 

0.016, and Obama has a standard deviation of 0.03. Hence, Obama’s standard deviation is 

almost twice as big as McCain’s. The average syntactic structure similarity between the two 

speakers is not that different, but the standard deviations are. As the standard deviations show, 

Obama has a wider variety of syntactic structure similarity. 

 The t-value is 0.243 and p>0.2. The numbers are therefore not significant according to the 

t-test. Again, the chi-square test could not be used according to Unicalc, as the expected 

values turned out to be too low. This study must therefore rely on the t-test here. 

 The eighth measurement that will be analyzed is the type-token ratio (number 19 in 

appendix 1). The type-token ratio is defined as “the number of unique words (called types) 

divided by the number of tokens of these words. Each unique word in a text is considered a 

word type. Each instance of a particular word is a token” (McNamara et al., 2006). This 

means that the more repetition there is in a text, the lower the type-token ratio becomes. 

Having a lower type-token ratio should hence “increase the ease and speed of text processing” 

(McNamara et al., 2006). Coh-Metrix calculates the type-token ratio for content words only, 

not for function/grammatical words.  The text results are rounded to two decimals, whereas 

the total averages and standard deviations are rounded to three decimal places. 
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Table 9. Average Type-Token Ratio 

Text McCain Obama 
1 0.91 0.87 
2 0.91 0.90 
3 0.88 0.94 
4 0.89 0.89 
5 0.92 0.95 
6 0.87 0.93 
7 0.89 0.92 
8 0.91 0.90 
9 0.86 0.86 
10 0.90 0.93 

Total Average 0.894 0.909 
Standard Deviation 0.020 0.030 

 

Table 9 shows that McCain’s type-token ratio average is 0.894, and Obama’s total average is 

0.909, which is 0.015 higher than McCain’s. The difference of 0.015 is merely a minor one. 

Again, the type-token ratio can vary quite a bit within the speeches. Obama’s Text 9, for 

example, has an average of 0.86, but ranges between 0.619 – 1 within the paragraphs of the 

speech. McCain’s span of type-token ratio averages is between 0.86 and 0.91, whereas 

Obama’s range is between 0.86 and 0.95. The bottom for the two speakers is the same, but 

Obama has a higher top part of the range. However, the average spans between the speakers 

are not that different. The standard deviations are, on the other hand, more different. 

McCain’s standard deviation is 0.02, while Obama’s has a standard deviation of 0.03. In other 

words, McCain’s standard deviation is two thirds (2/3) of Obama’s standard deviation. 

Accordingly, the standard deviation differs between the speakers as Obama’s standard 

deviation is a bit higher than McCain’s, indicating a higher variation. The total averages of the 

two candidates are, however, similar. 

 The t-value for the Table 9 numbers is 1.325 and p>0.2. Hence, the numbers are non-

significant. The chi-square test could not be used, as the expected values were too low for 

Unicalc. For this measurement, the study therefore again relies on the t-test results. 

 The ninth measurement that will be investigated is the number of negations (number 48 

in appendix 1). Coh-Metrix calculates the incident score for negation expressions. In the 

Encyclopedia of Language and Linguistics, it says that the meaning of the term negation is “1 

the process of denial, contradiction of, or dissent from something asserted, in English 

frequently signaled by means of the negative particle not. 2 The logical connective not p 
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(where p is a proposition), assigned the truth value ‘false’” (Brown, 2006). This measurement 

thus counts negation expressions, for example the word not, every time they appear in the 

text. Words such as impossible, uncertainty, dismayed and noncommittal are naturally also 

counted because of the prefixes im-, un-, dis- and non-, as they make the root negative and 

hence these words are negation expressions. However, Coh-Metrix does not specify this 

measurement very well, and it is unclear whether words such as nobody are counted or not. 

 Both the total sum of negations and the number of negations per 1000 words were 

calculated. The number of negations per 1000 words was calculated by cross multiplying. For 

an example of cross multiplying and information about how the number of negations per 1000 

words was computed, see appendix 4. All numbers for this measurement are rounded to the 

nearest whole number, except for the total average number of negations per 1000 words and 

all standard deviations, as they were rounded to one decimal place. 

 

Table 10. Number of Negations 

McCain Obama 
Text 

Sum of Negations N/1000 w Sum of Negations N/1000 w 
1 0 0 252 152 
2 478 170 382 189 
3 408 129 102 171 
4 212 91 114 54 
5 240 87 209 174 
6 70 90 59 66 
7 221 138 462 283 
8 0 0 211 196 
9 45 48 451 232 
10 111 104 226 192 

Total Sum/Average S=1785 A=85.7 S=2468 A=170.9 
Standard Deviation 165.6 56.0 142.7 68.9 

N/1000 w = number of Negations per 1000 words   
S = Sum     
A = Average     
 

From the Table above, it can be seen that Obama uses more negations overall, but the total 

sum can easily be affected by the number of words; hence there is no use in analyzing the 

‘sum of negations’ column. However, McCain uses only 85.7 negations per 1000 words, 

whereas Obama uses about twice as many, or more specifically 170.9 negations. The standard 

deviations of negations per 1000 words are also a bit different between the two speakers. The 
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standard deviation of McCain is 56, and Obama’s standard deviation is 68.9. This shows that 

Obama uses a greater number of negations per 1000 words, but it is important that to notice 

they can be unevenly distributed within the texts. An example is Obama’s Text 6 which 

contains 15 paragraphs, 13 of which have no negations, while the remaining two paragraphs 

contain circa 45 and 14 negations respectively. Overall, Obama uses many more negation 

expressions compared to McCain. 

 The t-value for negations per 1000 words is 3.035 and p<0.01. The chi-square value of 

the goodness-of-fit test is 42.517 and p<0.001. Both tests state that the great difference in the 

use of negations per 1000 words is highly significant. The null-hypothesis can therefore be 

rejected in this case, and the high difference between McCain’s and Obama’s use of negations 

is not due to chance. 

 

4.1 Summary 

In sum, there are mostly only slight differences between the Democratic and Republican 

candidate. However, two measurements, concreteness and negations, differed between the 

two speakers. For the concreteness of content words, the total average is, again, not that 

different, but the spans and standard deviations between the texts are. Obama has a much 

narrower span than McCain. For the mean concreteness for content words, the span for 

Obama ranges between 24 numbers, while McCain ranges between 140. Moreover, the 

standard deviation of McCain is about four times greater than Obama’s. The minimum 

concreteness has a similar pattern, as also here Obama’s range and standard deviation are 

much narrower than McCain’s. It shows that Obama has a fairly steady concreteness for his 

words, while McCain changes his and seems inconsistent concerning the concreteness of his 

words. On the other hand, the t-test for non-matched observations and the chi-square 

goodness-of-fit test classified the results as non-significant, meaning that the numbers are not 

statistically different. 

 A prominent difference was the number of negations. The average number of negations 

per 1000 words differed greatly, as Obama had about twice as many negation expressions 

compared to McCain. The standard deviation is also a bit different, showing that Obama has a 

greater variety in the use of negation expressions in his speeches compared to McCain. 

However, as the example of Obama’s Text 6 showed, speeches can internally vary greatly as 

regards the occurrence of negations. But overall, both the t-test and the chi-square test 

classified the number of negations as significant. This means that it was not due to chance that 
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Obama had a higher number of negations compared to McCain, but that their average results 

for the number of negations per 1000 words are statistically different. 

 Two other, smaller contrasts between the two speakers were the standard deviations for 

the average syntactic structure similarity and the type-token ratio. The total averages were 

very similar, but Obama had higher standard deviations compared to McCain in both of these 

cases. However, the t-tests for non-matched observations calculated by Unicalc show that the 

numbers are not significant. The numbers do not differ statistically between McCain and 

Obama, and according to the t-test, and in some cases the chi-square test, it is quite possible 

that the numbers from Tables 2–9 are due to chance. 

 

5. Conclusion 

As mentioned earlier, most of the measurements analyzed with Coh-Metrix are fairly similar. 

The significant difference between the two speakers is the number of negations per 1000 

words. All the other eight measurements are not significant according to the t-test and 

sometimes also according to the chi-square test. They are all quite similar with the exception 

of having a variety in the standard deviation between the two speakers in the average 

concreteness for content words, the average minimum concreteness for content words, the 

average syntactic structure similarity and the type-token ratio. For the concreteness and 

minimum concreteness, it is clear that Obama has a narrower span and is more consistent in 

comparison to McCain. 

 As regards the average words per sentence, the average syllables per word, the average 

number of higher level constituents per word, and the Flesch Reading Ease score, there is only 

a minor difference between the two senators. The syntactic similarity and the type-token ratio 

are also not that different except for the standard deviations. The t-tests, and sometimes also 

the chi-square tests, show that all measurements except for the number of negations are non-

significant. Those measurements in the speeches do not differentiate between McCain and 

Obama. 

 Only the negations per 1000 words are statistically significant, but we can only speculate 

why Obama uses more negations than McCain. Perhaps it is because of the setting and the 

topics, as Obama gave more of his speeches in the Senate compared to McCain? Or maybe 

Obama is using more negation expressions as a Democrat to criticize the Republican 

government in power? Or could it be due to personal style? And to what extent does the 

audience influence the language? According to Halliday and Hasan, a genre usually has some 

kind of specific structural style (1976:327). All speech settings were quite formal, but it is, as 
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mentioned before, only a speculation that the settings could partly have influenced the 

language so that these kinds of cohesive patterns appeared. This does still not explain why 

some measures are so similar, while the use of negations is not. It is also difficult to say to 

what extent the cohesion measures represent the way that McCain and Obama speak, but, in 

general, it can be concluded that they structurally speak rather similarly as seen in Tables 2–

9. 

 By using Coh-Metrix, nine cohesive measures have been calculated for McCain’s and 

Obama’s selected speeches. As seen in the tables, the cohesive measures can tell something 

about the texts’ structure, and hence comparisons and contrasts can be made between the two 

speakers on a cohesive level. However, some measurements were not specified very well by 

Coh-Metrix. The higher level constituents count nodes of the sentence structure, but some 

sentences can be broken down differently, so a more detailed specification of how that is done 

would be useful when calculating the number of higher level constituents. It is also difficult to 

know what kinds of words are counted as negation expressions. Coh-Metrix only said that 

negation expressions were counted, so naturally words like not and impossible are counted, 

but it does not explain more exactly what words belong to this category. 

 This study did not look at the number of connectives, but that is another measurement 

where more specification in the description from Coh-Metrix would be useful, so that it could 

be understood what kinds of words are actually counted. Despite the fact that Coh-Metrix is 

an easy program to use that counts the measurements and analyzes many linguistic aspects in 

detail, some more specification for certain measures would be useful, so that it was clearer 

what Coh-Metrix is exactly counting. 

 In sum, the cohesion measures of the twenty speeches show that McCain and Obama 

structurally speak fairly similarly, with the exception of the number of negations. Otherwise 

the measurements do not give us much information about the speeches. On the other hand, 

cohesion is not supposed to give an interpretation of a text, but rather give an explanation of 

for example the grammatical structure (Halliday and Hasan, 1976:328). It is therefore fair to 

say that cohesion has in that sense “done its job”, and this study has structurally and 

grammatically shown certain cohesive features and patterns contained in the speeches. 

 

5.1 Further Research Suggestions 

To explore this topic further, one could look at and analyze other measurements from Coh-

Metrix. That would give us more structural information about the differences and similarities 

between the texts. Other, broader suggestions could be to look at more speeches by McCain 
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and Obama, as this study only contains ten speeches by each of them. Perhaps one could also 

look at speeches that have different audiences and settings that are not so formal. Another 

idea is to analyze speeches that were delivered more recently, both early in the year 2008 and 

close to the Election Day, which was on November 4th, 2008. Or one might even want to 

research the body language when a speech is delivered. In sum, there are many more aspects 

that could be explored, if one is interested in comparing and contrasting speeches by the 

Democratic Presidential candidate Barack Obama and his Republican opponent John McCain. 
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Appendix 1 
 
Indices in the Coh-Metrix 2.0 Output File 
No. Description  Measure  Full description  

1  Title  Title  Title  

2  Genre  Genre  Genre  

3  Source  Source  Source  

4  JobCode  JobCode  JobCode  

5  LSASpace  LSASpace  LSASpace  

6  Date  Date  Date  

7  
Adjacent anaphor 
reference  

CREFP1u  Anaphor reference, adjacent, unweighted  

8  Anaphor reference  CREFPau  Anaphor reference, all distances, unweighted  

9  Adjacent argument overlap CREFA1u  Argument Overlap, adjacent, unweighted  

10  Argument overlap  CREFAau  Argument Overlap, all distances, unweighted  

11  Adjacent stem overlap  CREFS1u  Stem Overlap, adjacent, unweighted  

12  Stem overlap  CREFSau  Stem Overlap, all distances, unweighted  

13  Content word overlap  CREFC1u  
Proportion of content words that overlap 
between adjacent sentences  

14  LSA sentence adjacent  LSAassa  LSA, Sentence to Sentence, adjacent, mean  

15  LSA sentence all  LSApssa  LSA, sentences, all combinations, mean  

16  LSA paragraph  LSAppa  LSA, Paragraph to Paragraph, mean  

17  Personal pronouns  DENPRPi  Personal pronoun incidence score  

18  Pronoun ratio  DENSPR2  Ratio of pronouns to noun phrases  

19  Type-token ratio  TYPTOKc  Type-token ratio for all content words  

20  Causal content  CAUSVP  Incidence of causal verbs, links, and particles  

21  Causal cohesion  CAUSC  
Ratio of causal particles to causal verbs (cp 
divided by cv+1)  

22  Intentional content  INTEi  
Incidence of intentional actions, events, and 
particles.  

23  Intentional cohesion  INTEC  
Ratio of intentional particles to intentional 
content  

24  
Syntactic structure 
similarity adjacent  

STRUTa  Sentence syntax similarity, adjacent  

25  
Syntactic structure 
similarity all-1  

STRUTt  
Sentence syntax similarity, all, across 
paragraphs  

26  
Syntactic structure 
similarity all 2  

STRUTp  
Sentence syntax similarity, sentence all, within 
paragraphs  

27  Temporal cohesion  TEMPta  Mean of tense and aspect repetition scores  

28  Spatial cohesion  SPATC  Mean of location and motion ratio scores.  

29  All connectives  CONi  Incidence of all connectives  

30  Conditional operators  DENCONDi  
Number of conditional expressions, incidence 
score  
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31  Pos. additive connectives  CONADpi  Incidence of positive additive connectives  

32  Pos. temporal connectives  CONTPpi  Incidence of positive temporal connectives  

33  Pos. causal connectives  CONCSpi  Incidence of positive causal connectives  

34  Pos. logical connectives  CONLGpi  Incidence of positive logical connectives  

35  Neg. additive connectives  CONADni  Incidence of negative additive connectives  

36  Neg. temporal connectives  CONTPni  Incidence of negative temporal connectives  

37  Neg. causal connectives  CONCSni  Incidence of negative causal connectives  

38  Neg.logical connectives  CONLGni  Incidence of negative logical connectives  

39  Logic operators  DENLOGi  
Logical operator incidence score (and + if + or 
+ cond + neg)  

40  Raw freq. content words  FRQCRacw  
Celex, raw, mean for content words (0-
1,000,000)  

41  Log freq. content words  FRQCLacw  Celex, logarithm, mean for content words (0-6)  

42  
Min. raw freq. content 
words  

FRQCRmcs  
Celex, raw, minimum in sentence for content 
words (0-1,000,000)  

43  
Log min. freq. content 
words  

FRQCLmcs  
Celex, logarithm, minimum in sentence for 
content words (0-6)  

44  
Concreteness content 
words  

WORDCacw  Concreteness, mean for content words  

45  
Min. concreteness content 
words  

WORDCmcs  
Concreteness, minimum in sentence for content 
words  

46  Noun hypernym  HYNOUNaw Mean hypernym values of nouns  

47  Verb hypernym  HYVERBaw  Mean hypernym values of verbs  

48  Negations  DENNEGi  Number of negations, incidence score  

49  NP incidence  DENSNP  
Noun Phrase Incidence Score (per thousand 
words)  

50  Modifiers per NP  SYNNP  Mean number of modifiers per noun-phrase  

51  Higher level constituents  SYNHw  
Mean number of higher level constituents per 
word  

52  Words before main verb  SYNLE  
Mean number of words before the main verb of 
main clause in sentences  

53  No. of words  READNW  Number of Words  

54  No. of sentences  READNS  Number of Sentences  

55  No. of paragraphs  READNP  Number of Paragraphs  

56  Syllables per word  READASW  Average Syllables per Word  

57  Words per sentence  READASL  Average Words per Sentence  

58  Sentences per paragraph  READAPL  Average Sentences per Paragraph  

59  Flesch Reading Ease  READFRE  Flesch Reading Ease Score (0-100)  

60  Flesch-Kincaid  READFKGL  Flesch-Kincaid Grade Level (0-12)  

 
McNamara, Danielle S., Max Louwerse, and Art Graesser. (2006). Coh-Metrix Version 2.0  
 Indices. Retrieved October 30, 2008 from http://141.225.213.52/CohMetrixWeb2/  
 HelpFile2.htm 
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Appendix 2 
 
References of the speeches by John McCain 
 
Reference and homepage where all the speeches were found: 
U.S. Senator John McCain. Retrieved October 2, 2008, from http://mccain.senate.gov/public/ 
 
Text 1: 
McCain, John S. (May 1, 2007). Statement of Senator John McCain on the Indian Arts and  
 Crafts Act Amendments. Retrieved October 6, 2008, from http://mccain.senate.gov/public  

/index.cfm?FuseAction=PressOffice.Speeches&ContentRecord_id=c6b0001f-022f-653d-
f5cc-a9957a95cc60&Region_id=&Issue_id= 

 
Text 2: 
McCain, John S. (May 21, 2007). Senator McCain Addresses the Oklahoma State Legislature  
 on Government Reform. Retrieved October 6, 2008, from http://mccain.senate.gov/public/  

index.cfm?FuseAction=PressOffice.Speeches&ContentRecord_id=4aad35f3-fb43-481c-
bbb8-b7476cb4a74a&Region_id=&Issue_id= 
 

Text 3: 
McCain, John S. (June 4, 2007). Address on Immigration to the Greater Miami Chamber of  

Commerce. Retrieved October 6, 2008, from http://mccain.senate.gov/public/index.cfm? 
FuseAction=PressOffice.Speeches&ContentRecord_id=1702a4ca-5a88-447c-ac44-
b390ce4e705e&Region_id=&Issue_id= 
 

Text 4: 
McCain, John S. (June 18, 2007). Senator McCain Gives Commencement Address at U.S.  

Merchant Marine Academy. Retrieved October 6, 2008, from http://mccain.senate.gov/ 
public/index.cfm?FuseAction=PressOffice.Speeches&ContentRecord_id=b3e0f833-
3b6b-4c0b-a732-e8626d802192&Region_id=&Issue_id= 

 
Text 5: 
McCain, John S. (June 20, 2007). Address on Latin America to the Florida Association of  

Broadcasters. Retrieved October 6, 2008, from http://mccain.senate.gov/public/index. 
cfm?FuseAction=PressOffice.Speeches&ContentRecord_id=77c69f99-66c5-4fd8-954c-
238e5d38192e 

 
Text 6: 
McCain, John S. (July 4, 2007). Senator McCain Address Troops in Iraq Following Remarks  
 at an Independence Day Re-Enlistment and Naturalization Ceremony. Retrieved October  

6, 2008, from http://mccain.senate.gov/public/index.cfm?FuseAction=PressOffice. 
Speeches&ContentRecord_id=72ca8577-400c-4a9b-ad11-9a9e123fc8f0 

 
Text 7: 
McCain, John S. (July 17, 2007). Senator McCain Addresses the National Convention of  

Christians United for Israel. Retrieved October 6, 2008, from http://mccain.senate.gov/ 
public/index.cfm?FuseAction=PressOffice.Speeches&ContentRecord_id=e4b7a573-
f64d-4c5b-946d-ecfb1bd3ef4c 
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Text 8: 
McCain, John S. (July 25, 2007). Senator McCain Statement on Passage of Wounded Warrior  
 Act and Pay Raise for Troops. Retrieved October 6, 2008, from http://mccain.senate.gov/ 

public/index.cfm?FuseAction=PressOffice.Speeches&ContentRecord_id=49e7fd34-
6d95-429e-bdab-69366247f576 

 
Text 9: 
McCain, John S. (August 2, 2007). Statement of Senator John McCain on Reauthorization of  

the State Children’s Health Insurance. Retrieved October 6, 2008, from http://mccain. 
senate.gov/public/index.cfm?FuseAction=PressOffice.Speeches&ContentRecord_id=c6d
f8737-e56f-2dc0-c1ea-121cb9c3c4fd 

 
Text 10: 
McCain, John S. (September 6, 2007). Senator McCain Statement on Independent  
 Commission on the Security Forces of Iraq Report. Retrieved October 2, 2008, from  
 http://mccain.senate.gov/public/index.cfm?FuseAction=PressOffice.Speeches&ContentR

ecord_id=eed7091f-58fd-43cd-a781-4aec83420bf4 
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Appendix 3 
 
References of the speeches by Barack Obama 
 
Reference and homepage where all the speeches were found: 
U.S. Senator Barack Obama. Retrieved October 6, 2008, from http://obama.senate.gov/ 
 
Text 1: 
Obama, Barack H. (January 19, 2007). Floor Statement on President’s Decision to Increase  

Troops in Iraq. Retrieved October 6, 2008, from http://obama.senate.gov/speech/070119-
mr_president_i/ 

 
Text 2: 
Obama, Barack H. (January 25, 2007). The Time Has Come for Universal Health Care.  

Retrieved October 6, 2008, from http://obama.senate.gov/speech/070125-the_time_has_ 
co/ 

 
Text 3: 
Obama, Barack H. (January 30, 2007). Floor Statement on Iraq War De-escalation Act of  

2007. Retrieved October 6, 2008, from http://obama.senate.gov/speech/070130-floor_ 
statement_8/ 

 
Text 4: 
Obama, Barack H. (March 8, 2007). Statement of Senator Obama on Latin America.  

Retrieved October 6, 2008, from http://obama.senate.gov/speech/070308-statement_of_ 
se_7/ 

 
Text 5: 
Obama, Barack H. (March 13, 2007). Remarks of Senator Barack Obama Floor Statement on  
 New Leadership Resolution on Iraq. Retrieved October 6, 2008, from http://obama.  
 senate.gov/speech/070313-remarks_of_sena_10/ 
 
Text 6: 
Obama, Barack H. (March 15, 2007). Statement of Senator Obama on Zimbabwe. Retrieved  
 October 6, 2008, from http://obama.senate.gov/speech/070315-statement_of_se_8/ 
 
Text 7: 
Obama, Barack H. (March 21, 2007). Remarks of Senator Barack Obama on the Iraq War.  

Retrieved October 6, 2008, from http://obama.senate.gov/speech/070321-remarks_of_ 
sena_11/ 

 
Text 8: 
Obama, Barack H. (June 6, 2007). Obama Initiative Would Revisit Radical Changes to  

Immigration System in Five Years. Retrieved October 6, 2008, from http://obama.senate. 
gov/speech/070606-obama_initiativ_3/ 

 
Text 9: 
Obama, Barack H. (July 15, 2007). Remarks of Senator Barack Obama on Chicago Violence.  

Retrieved October 6, 2008, from http://obama.senate.gov/speech/070715-remarks _of _ 
sena_12/ 
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Text 10: 
Obama, Barack H. (August 2, 2007). Obama: Culture in Washington Must Change,  

Implement Tough Ethics Reform. Retrieved October 6, 2008, from http://obama.senate. 
gov/speech/070802-obama_culture_i_1/ 
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Appendix 4 

The point of this example of cross multiplying is to show how the number of negations per 

1000 words was calculated. McCain’s Text 2 has a sum of 478 for the total number of 

negations in the text, and text is 2819 words long. Therefore: 

478 x 
2819 

= 
1000 

 

This means that 2819x = 478000. So to get x alone, both sides are divided by 2819: 

478000 
x = 

2819 
 

x ≈ 169.56 

x ≈ 170 

 

 

 


